Microscopic techniques bridging between nanoscale and microscale with an atomically sharpened tip - field ion microscopy/scanning probe microscopy/ scanning electron microscopy.
Over a hundred years an atomistic point of view has been indispensable to explore fascinating properties of various materials and to develop novel functional materials. High-resolution microscopies, rapidly developed during the period, have taken central roles in promoting materials science and related techniques to observe and analyze the materials. As microscopies with the capability of atom-imaging, field ion microscopy (FIM), scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), atomic force microscopy (AFM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) can be cited, which have been highly evaluated as methods to ultimately bring forward the viewpoint of reductionism in materials science. On one hand, there have been difficulties to derive useful and practical information on large (micro) scale unique properties of materials using these excellent microscopies and to directly advance the engineering for practical materials. To make bridges over the gap between an atomic scale and an industrial engineering scale, we have to develop emergence science step-by-step as a discipline having hierarchical structures for future prospects by combining nanoscale and microscale techniques; as promising ways, the combined microscopic instruments covering the scale gap and the extremely sophisticated methods for sample preparation seem to be required. In addition, it is noted that spectroscopic and theoretical methods should implement the emergence science.Fundamentally, the function of microscope is to determine the spatial positions of a finite piece of material, that is, ultimately individual atoms, at an extremely high resolution with a high stability. To define and control the atomic positions, the STM and AFM as scanning probe microscopy (SPM) have successfully demonstrated their power; the technological heart of SPM lies in an atomically sharpened tip, which can be observed by FIM and TEM. For emergence science we would like to set sail using the tip as a base. Meanwhile, it is significant to extend a model sample prepared for the microscopies towards a microscale sample while keeping the intrinsic properties found by the microscopies.In this study we present our trial of developing microscopic combined instruments among FIM, field emission microscopy (FEM), STM, AFM and scanning electron microscopy (SEM), in which we prepared and characterized the tips for the SPM, and in addition, the sample preparation to take a correlation between nanoscale and microscale properties of functional materials. Recently, we developed a simple sample preparation method of a rutile single crystal TiO2 covered with an epitaxially-grown monolayer of SiO2 by annealing the crystals in a furnace at high temperatures in air; the crystal samples were placed into a quartz container in the furnace [1]. The vapor of SiO evaporated from the quartz container were adsorbed on the crystal while the crystal surfaces being fully oxidized in air. The SiO2-TiO2 composite systems are promising to protect catalytic TiO2 performance; the photo-catalytic activity is kept by coating with hard and stable SiO2 layers and to extend the lifetime of water super-hydrophilicity even in dark, though understanding of their properties is insufficient due to the lack of techniques to fabricate a well-characterized system on a nanoscale to conduct control experiments. The SiO2 overlayers were observed by low energy electron diffraction (LEED) in vacuum and frequency-modulation (FM) AFM in water [1,2], and water contact angles (WCA) were measured [2]. Although the WCA measurement seems a classic characterization, this method possesses a high potential to make a bridge by controlling the environmental conditions. We will discuss the details.